Asset Tracking with Telematics

Introducing IOX Bluetooth: A Customizable Way to Track Your Assets

How it Works:

IOX-BT in combination with Bluetooth® low energy beacons lets you track assets such as: inventory, containers, tools, and equipment.

IOX-BT supports proximity beacons that use a public MAC address. Beacons transmit information via your GO device back to MyGeotab to manage.

Some beacons include embedded sensors to measure:

- Proximity
- Impact
- Temperature
- Light Exposure
- Battery Life

Getting Started:

1. If you haven't done so already, install a Geotab GO7 device in your vehicle.
2. To use IOX-BT: Plug the IOX-BT into the GO device and install IOX-BT per the install instructions. Attach a beacon with a public MAC address to your moveable asset (toolbox).
3. Your GO device will automatically generate a log every time your beacon is within range, or out of range. Now you can access all of your beacon status data with reports on MyGeotab, helping you keep track of your unpowered asset.

* This is an example of what an alert could look like with the BeWhere Add-In.
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